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Your Passion.
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Campus Life

Student Life
This is a valuable period where you

learn and grow. School life can be

tiring but it sets the foundation for

your whole life.

Arts & Clubs
Connect with other students that

share the same interests as you. From

academic to adventure.

Join a team for fun or competition

and participate in a number of

different activities that promote a

healthy lifestyle.

Sport and Fitness



FORE is committed to the advancement of Management Education, Research,

Training, and Consultancy. Established in 1981 as a non-profit institution, FORE

has been working with industry and academia to develop new managerial

thought in education domains and contribute to building leaders in today’s

global business environment.

Having carved a niche in the comity of Management Education, Foundation for

Organizational Research and Education (FORE) has started another vertical in the

name of FORE ACADEMY OF MANAGEMENT EDUCATION (FAME) which aims

to provide an exceptionally congenial environment for the incubation of future

catalysts to outperform the global benchmark.

Blended/Hybrid education defines the process of connecting learners

with remote resources and is not limited to time and space. Learning is no longer

confined to the four walls of a classroom. The teachers armed with textbooks are

no longer the sole source of educational experience. In tune with the changing

scenario and the liberty to learn beyond boundaries, FAME offers a distinct

platform for students to blossom as diversified human assets. Embedded in the

guidance of highly qualified Faculty and rooted in the pursuit of intellectual

excellence, it attempts to unlock inquisitiveness for experiential learning fostering

quality leadership.

FAME ignites the passion in students towards innovation and creativity, drive and

zeal, and attempts to churn them out as a brigade of change leaders. FAME

believes that the basic fabrics of knowledge have to be ingrained in critical

analysis, problem-solving and effective capacity building to keep pace with the

dynamics of change. FAME provides a vibrant and positive ethos culminating in

the holistic development of the learners.

Foundation for Organizational Research and Education with a

background of rich experience of over 40 years in research and academic

delivery has started FAME, another vertical parallel to the FORE School of

Management for Blended flexible instructional delivery system that encompasses

any kind of learning available worldwide to the students.

To emerge as a socially sensitive center of academic excellence through

continuous innovation and research.

 To achieve and sustain Leadership in Management Education, Research, 

Consultancy, and Development.

 To churn out a brigade of global change Leaders by adding values through 

ethical teaching, research, and training.

 Discover and deepen the understanding of management concepts through 

the usage of technologies.

 To produce insightful leaders who bring positive changes to the world.

Built on the Vision to emerge as a socially sensitive center of academic

excellence through continuous innovation and research, we are committed to

our Core Values of:

 Excellence.

 Ethics in Work and Behavior.

 Character and Dignity.

 Integrity & Accountability.

 Diversity.

 Student focus – Be Adventurous, Creative, and Open-Minded.

 Collaboration and Public Engagement. Be Passionate and Determined.

 Be Humble.

 Trustworthiness.

 Respect & tolerance for the views of others.

Our mission is to create leaders, winners, and achievers in a competitive

scenario. Leaders who inspire a vision, winners who set positive paradigms of

action, and achievers who have the will and the strength to make a difference in

the global society. The achievers who could bring positive changes in the world.

About FORE

About FAME

Our Vision

Our Mission

Core Values

41 Years of Excellence 41 Years of Excellence
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Professor Emeritus (Dr.) Devendra Pathak

[M A , MBA, PGDSE, CAIIB, AMT, Ph.D.(BU), 

Ph.D.(USA)]

(former Vice Chancellor)

Uttaranchal University, Dehradun; 

Oriental University, Indore; 

Dr. K N Modi University, Jaipur; 

APG Shimla University, Shimla;

Chief Executive Officer, 

FORE Academy of Management Education 

(FAME) Gurugram

FORE Academy of Management Education (FAME) provides an exceptionally 

congenial academic environment for incubating future catalysts to outperform 

the global benchmark. FAME offers a distinct platform to blossom students as 

diversified human assets. Embedded in the guidance of highly qualified Faculty 

and rooted in the pursuit of intellectual excellence, it attempts to unlock 

inquisitiveness for experiential learning fostering quality leadership.

We attract the best minds towards the transition from teaching to 

learning and research so that our graduates are a force to reckon with in the new 

interconnected and borderless world of the new millennium.

 Business of Administration (BBA)

 Bachelor of Computer Application (BCA)

 Bachelor of Commerce (Hons)

 Bachelor of Science (Non-Medical)

 Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)

Message From CEO

Our Program & Courses

The BBA course offers knowledge and training in management and leadership

skills to prepare them for managerial roles and entrepreneurship.

For students who wish to build a career in the management or business fields

after Class 12, BBA is the perfect option. BBA graduates can also opt for higher

studies such as MBA to fast-track their career in the management and business

field. Here are a few reasons why should one pursue a BBA course:

 A stepping stone in the careers of students who wish to excel in the business

and management world.

 Better career opportunities.

 Good salary.

 A better understanding of market requirements and various global trends is

required for different careers in this field.

 BBA courses will impart the knowledge required to study further in the same

field.

 Develop leadership, managerial, entrepreneurial, and people skills.

BBA is one of the most popular and

sought-after bachelor’s degree programs

pursued by students after Class 12. The

BBA course is the gateway to a plethora of

job opportunities in numerous sectors

such as Sales, Marketing, Education,

Finance, Sales, and Government to name a

few.BBA is a three-year professional

undergraduate course in Business

Management.

Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA)

The full form of BCA is Bachelor in Computer Application. BCA is a 3- year

undergraduate degree program that focuses on knowledge of the basics of

computer application and software development.

Bachelor of Computer Application (BCA)
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The minimum and most important eligibility criteria for BCA followed across all

colleges is 50% marks in 10+2 or equivalent examination. There are no subject-

level restrictions for pursuing BCA as students with any subjects in 10+2 can

apply for BCA, unlike B.Tech.

In the ever-growing, IT industry, the demand for BCA graduates is increasing

rapidly. With a BCA degree, candidates can find lucrative job opportunities in the

private as well as public sectors.

Some of the leading IT companies recruiting BCA graduates include Oracle, IBM,

Infosys, and Wipro. Government organizations like the Indian Air Force(IAF), the

Indian Army, and the Indian Navy hire a large number of computer professionals

for their IT departments.

 System Engineer

 Software Tester

 Junior Programmer

 Web Developer

 System Administrator

 Software Developer

Some of the job profiles that one can bag after completing a BCA program is

that of are:

To pursue a BCA program, one need not have Physics, Chemistry, and Maths as

subjects in Class 12th. In fact, candidates who have pursued Arts or Commerce in

class XII can also join the course.

A BCA degree is considered to be a B.

Tech/BE degree in Computer Science or

Information Technology. The degree

helps interested students in setting up a

sound academic base for an advanced

career in Computer Applications. The

course of BCA includes database

management systems, Software

engineering, web technology, and

languages such as C, C++, HTML, Java,

etc.

It is open to students from all three

streams i.e., Science, Arts, and

commerce.

The requirements for enrolling in a

Bachelor of Commerce (Honors)

program differ from college to

college. B.Com. Hons. requires a

minimum of an aggregate of 50%

percent marks at 10+2 in the top

four subjects from a recognized

institute.

 Candidates must have passed a 10+2 or equivalent examination

administered by a recognized board.

 Different colleges have different minimum percentage criteria.

 Good salary.

 Applicants should pursue a 10+2 education in Business Studies, Accounting,

Economics, Math, and English.

The syllabus for a B.Com. Hons. degree ranges from college to college. It is

aimed to provide participants with expertise and skills in a variety of fields, such

as business-related knowledge, and calculation. Taxation, accounting,

economics, insurance, business law, and management are only a few of the

topics covered.

The Bachelor of Commerce (Honours) or B. Com (Hons.) is among the most

common undergraduate degree programs in Commerce. B. Com (Hons.) is a

practical curriculum that centers on training students for careers in the business

and management sectors. This is a conventional marketing undergraduate

education. In the final year of the degree program, applicants will choose

specializations to find job opportunities in their field of interest. B. Com degree

program, in general, is a three-year degree program without any subject

specialization.

Bachelor of Commerce (Hons)
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There are plenty of opportunities in

this field. Be it the salary package or

job satisfaction, this field scores high

on all fronts. Students can work as

professionals or even become

researchers in some of the best

institutions in the country. If you look

at the current trend, there B.Sc.

graduates are working in almost all

the sectors, such is their need.

Some of the popular sectors where B.Sc. students work is:

 Agriculture Industry

 Biotechnology Firm

 Chemical Industry

 Chemicals Manufacturing Companies

 Cosmetic Companies

 Educational Institutes.

Bachelor of Science with (B.Sc.) is a degree in which a student does a major in

one particular subject. Students must specialize in one subject. A Bachelor of

Science is generally pursued by those students who want to go for higher studies

after completing their bachelor’s degree. A B. Sc. student will study a subject

more detailed than a general B. Sc. Student. Also, it is usually advised that

students who want to pursue higher studies after their bachelor’s should opt for

B. Sc. as having a detailed knowledge of a particular subject will help the student

in post-graduation. Bachelor of Science is one of the most popular courses

among science students. Students who have completed B.Sc. courses have a

bright future ahead of them.

Bachelor of Science (Non-Medical)

There are many arts subjects offered

to students according to their

interests. B.A. combinations include

various branches of Economics,

English literature, Geography, Political

Science, Psychology, Philosophy, and

much more. The aim of the B.A. is to

guide candidates to become highly

skilled, versatile, independent, and

critical thinkers with a background in

research.

The Bachelor of Arts course involves a

lot of practical experience as well as

interdisciplinary theoretical practice.

Students are exposed to a vast range

of subjects and research in the field of

their choice.

The B.A. scope has varied career opportunities with both private and public sectors

in a range of careers such as retail management, HR, publishing, market and policy

research, career guidance, and educational psychology.

A Bachelor of Art is an Academic Degree that is awarded to students graduating

in the field of Arts. The course falls under the umbrella of a Bachelor of Arts.

Bachelor of Arts is one of the most popularly pursued courses in India. In India,

the duration of a B.A. is 3 years. The degree is awarded in any one of the subjects

or approved as a combination of the subjects. For candidates looking for

specialization in a particular subject in their under graduation, BA. would be an

ideal degree to opt for.

It provided a fine base for specialization in their particular subject with a Master’s

degree. Graduates can avail better BA job opportunities as they would be more

specialized than a normal graduate.

Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts)
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Program/Course Name Fees (per Semester)

Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) INR 40,000

Bachelor of Computer Application (BCA) INR 40,000

Bachelor of Commerce (Hons) INR 30,000

Bachelor of Science (Non-Medical) INR 30,000

Bachelor of Arts (Liberal Arts) INR 25,000

*Fees are subject to change as per University guidelines.

Fee Structure

Library

FAME has a very specious library

room with once than 5000 volumes

covering the subjects from Arts,

Science, Commerce, Business

Administration / Management, and

Computer Applications another

literature of common interest to

broad-base the diversified domains

knowledge of the students and

faculty.

The Library has facilities of

internet Wi-Fi and also has

Digital Library with all facilities.

A good number of

International Journals &

National Journals & Magazines

are available in the Library,

Library has a separate reading

space with comfortable sitting

arrangements for students &

researchers.

Canteen

Canteen and Food Court with delicious & palatable beverages to

the needs of the students with a comfortable space to chill out.

South Indian, North Indian, and varieties of dishes are available.
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FAME has made special

arrangements for Indoor

Games & 12000 sqrt area

with a big covered hall is

dedicated for it. Table tennis,

Billiards, Chess, Carom, etc.

with Gym facilities available

for both boys & girls.

For away from their homes, a 

Hostel separately for both 

Boys & Girls with an amicable 

environment for rest and 

seamless studies is available

with all modern amenities in 

the vicinity of the college. 

Thank You! 

Indoor Games Hostel
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